The authors of the article analyze the parody stream in the poem, reveal signs of satirical stylization in the poem. A research objective is the description of elements of burlesque and travestiya parodies in the poem by Venedikt Erofeyev in the context of his romantic realistic artistic method and such artistic tools of postmodernism, as a game and a parody. Main conclusions of the research are: the original form of expression of subjective author's consciousness generated by postmodernism eclecticism in the poem by Erofeyev is the mixture of different styles and cultural codes, irony, forms of a game and the parody are that promotes emergence of hybrid forms and meanings, transformation of genres; the poem "Moscow Petushki " represents the mixture of joke and parody, travestiya and burlesque, different literary directions (classicism, romanticism, sentimentalism, realism). All this results in transformation of reality into a paradox by the author. Parody is one of the dominants of created thanks to the following reasons: to discrepancy of style and contents of the speech; to the deformation of ideas and plot of the work, its language forms; to "grounding" of reference images (religious, cultural). The theoretical importance of the article is that its results may help to deeper study of the Russian novel of the end of the 20th century a synthesis of various genres, styles and the directions. Keywords: style, parody, genre, game, karnavalization. Received 1 March, 2017 
